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Bitter Blood 2012-11-06
for years the human and vampire residents of
morganville texas have managed to co exist in peace
but now that the threat to the vampires has been
defeated the human residents are learning that the
gravest danger they face is the enemy within thanks to
the eradication of the parasitic creatures known as the
draug the vampires of morganville have been freed of
their usual constraints with the vampires indulging
their every whim the town s human population is
determined to hold on to their lives by taking up arms
but college student claire danvers isn t about to take
sides considering she has ties to both the humans and
the vampires to make matters worse a television show
comes to morganville looking for ghosts just as
vampire and human politics collide now claire and her
friends have to figure out how to keep the peace
without ending up on the nightly news or worse

Bitter Blood 2018-06-11
for years the human and vampire residents of
morganville texas have managed to co exist in peace
but now that the threat to the vampires has been
defeated the human residents are learning that the
gravest danger they face is the enemy within thanks to
the eradication of the parasitic creatures known as the
draug the vampires of morganville have been freed of
their usual constraints with the vampires indulging
their every whim the town s human population is
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determined to hold on to their lives by taking up arms
but college student claire danvers isn t about to take
sides considering she has ties to both the humans and
the vampires

Bitter Blood 2012
the brand new morganville vampires novel from
bestselling author rachel caine now that the threat to
the vampires of morganville has been defeated the
gravest danger to the human residents is the enemy
within for years the human and vampire residents of
morganville have managed to coexist in peace but
thanks to the eradication of the parasitic creatures
known as the draug the vampires of morganville have
now been freed of their usual constraints with the
vampires indulging their every whim the town s human
population is determined to hold onto their lives by
taking up arms college student claire danvers with ties
to both humans and vampires isn t about to take sides
to make matters worse a television show comes to
morganville searching for ghosts just as vampire and
human politics collide now claire and her friends have
to figure out how to keep the peace without ending up
on the nightly news or worse thrilling sexy and funny
these books are addictive one of my very favourite
vampire series richelle mead author of the
international bestselling vampire academy series
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Last Breath 2011-11-01
the adventure continues there is a question claire has
long been asking why do vampires live so far out in a
sunny desert when they re sensitive to sunlight the
reason doesn t have to do with sunlight but water and
an ancient enemy who has finally found a way to
invade the vampires landlocked community vampires
aren t the top predator on earth there s something
worse that preys on them something much worse
which means if claire and morganville want to live they
will have to fight on to the last breath

Glass Houses 2006-10-03
college freshman claire danvers has had enough of her
nightmarish dorm situation where the popular girls
never let her forget just where she ranks in the school
s social scene somewhere less than zero when claire
heads off campus the imposing old house where she
finds a room may not be much better her new
roommates don t show many signs of life but they ll
have claire s back when the town s deepest secrets
come crawling out hungry for fresh blood watch a
windows media trailer for this book

Fall of Night 2013-10-01
thanks to its unique combination of human and
vampire residents morganville texas is a small college
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town with big time problems when student claire
danvers gets the chance to experience life on the
outside she takes it but morganville isn t the only town
with vampire trouble claire never thought she d get to
leave morganville but she can t pass up the chance to
finally attend her dream school mit after all getting to
invent anti vamp devices with professor anderson a
morganville exile herself sounds like a dream come
true until claire realizes that there are sinister forces in
play and she s not the only one with a vampire related
agenda without her friends shane eve and michael
surviving a killer schedule may be hard but with them
it might turn out to be impossible

Lord of Misrule 2009-01-06
in the college town of morganville vampires and
humans coexist in relatively bloodless harmony then
comes bishop the master vampire who threatens to
abolish all order revive the forces of the evil dead and
let chaos rule but bishop isn t the only threat violent
black cyclone clouds hover promising a storm of
devastating proportions as student claire danvers and
her friends prepare to defend morganville against
elements both natural and unnatural watch a windows
media trailer for this book

Feast of Fools 2009-11-16
in the town of morganville vampires and humans live
in relative peace claire danvers has never been
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convinced though especially with the arrival of mr
bishop an ancient old school vampire who cares
nothing about harmony what he wants from the town s
living and its dead is unthinkably sinister it s only at a
formal ball attended by vampires and their human
dates that claire realizes the elaborately evil trap he s
set for morganville

The Morganville Vampires
Collection 2013-10-24
welcome to morganville just don t stay out after dark
morganville is a small town filled with unusual
characters when the sun goes down the bad come out
in morganville there is an evil that lurks in the darkest
shadows one that will spill out into the bright light of
day for claire danvers high school was hell but college
may be murder it was bad enough that she got on the
wrong side of monica the meanest of the school s
mean girls but now she s got three new roommates
who all have secrets of their own and the biggest
secret of all isn t really a secret except from claire
morganville is run by vampires and they are hungry for
fresh blood containing the first four instalments in the
international bestselling series glass houses dead girls
dance midnight alley feast of fools

Midnight Bites 2016-03-01
new york times bestselling author rachel caine
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presents a collection of stories including six new tales
featuring the little texas town that s overrun by the
undead welcome to morganville you ll never want to
leave by day morganville texas is just a typical college
town by night the vampires emerge and take control in
a town where it s not safe to be out after dark student
claire danvers and her friends have had their fair share
of thrills but morganville still has a few secrets left to
tell now in this collection you can venture down the
town s strange streets revisit all the tales you ve come
to love and experience six new stories featuring your
favorite morganville residents both human and
vampire

Midnight Alley 2009-11-03
claire danvers s college town may be run by vampires
but a truce between the living and the dead made
things relatively safe for a while now people are
turning up dead a psycho is stalking her and an
ancient bloodsucker has proposed private mentoring
to what end claire will find out and it s giving night
school a whole new meaning

Black Dawn 2012-05-01
when a tide of ferocious draug the vampire s deadliest
enemy floods morganville its eclectic mix of residents
must fight to save their town from devastation chaos
has taken over the quiet college town of morganville
as the threat of the draug rapidly spreads with the help
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of the city s water system whilst most of the locals
have already fled student claire danvers and her
friends shane eve and michael choose to stay and fight
things take a turn for the worse when vampire amelie
the town s founder is infected by the master draug s
bite unless claire and her friends can find an antidote
to save amelie and overcome the draug morganville s
future looks bleak

Daylighters 2013-11-05
while morganville texas is often a troubled town claire
danvers and her friends are looking forward to coming
home but the morganville they return to isn t the one
they know it s become a different place a deadly one
something drastic has happened in morganville while
claire and her friends were away the town looks
cleaner and happier than they ve ever seen it before
but when their incoming group is arrested and
separated vampires from humans they realize that the
changes definitely aren t for the better it seems that
an organization called the daylight foundation has
offered the population of morganville something they
ve never had hope of a vampire free future and while it
sounds like salvation even for the vampires
themselves the truth is far more sinister and deadly
now claire shane and eve need to find a way to break
their friends out of daylighter custody before the
vampires of morganville meet their untimely end
includes a teaser from prince of shadows a novel of
romeo and juliet
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Carpe Corpus 2009-10-12
in the small college town of morganville vampires and
humans lived in relative peace until all the rules got
rewritten when the evil vampire bishop arrived looking
for the lost book of vampire secrets he s kept a death
grip on the town ever since now an underground
resistance is brewing and in order to contain it bishop
must go to even greater lengths he vows to obliterate
the town and all its inhabitants the living and the
undead claire danvers and her friends are the only
ones who stand in his way but even if they defeat
bishop will the vampires ever be content to go back to
the old rules after having such a taste of power

Kiss of Death 2010-04-27
a new chapter in the new york times bestselling
morganville vampires saga vampire musician michael
glass has attracted the attention of a big time
producer who wants to cut a demo and play some gigs
which means michael will have to enter the human
world for this he s been assigned escorts that include
both a dangerous immortal as well as michael s all too
human friends and with that mix of personalities this is
going to be a road trip from hell

The Dead Girls' Dance
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2009-11-23
claire has her share of challenges like being a genius in
a school that favours beauty over brains homicidal
girls in her dorm and finding out that her college town
is overrun with the living dead on the up side she has a
new boyfriend with a vampire hunting dad but when a
local fraternity throws the dead girls dance hell is
really going to break loose

Ghost Town 2010-10-26
get ready for non stop vampire action darque reviews
in the latest morganville vampire novel from new york
times bestselling author rachel caine while developing
a new system to maintain morganville s defenses
student claire danvers discovers a way to amplify
vampire mental powers through this she s able to re
establish the field around this vampire infested texas
college town that protects it from outsiders but the
new upgrades have an unexpected consequence
people inside the town begin to slowly forget who they
are even the vampires soon the town s little memory
problem has turned into a full on epidemic now claire
needs to figure out a way to pull the plug on her
experiment before she forgets how to save morganville
watch a video
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Black Dawn 2012-05-01
with its eclectic mix of vampire and human citizens
morganville texas has always been a risky place to call
home but with the invasion of the vampire s deadliest
enemy morganville isn t just in danger it s dying ever
since the draug mysterious creatures that prey on
vampires took over morganville the lives of student
claire danvers and her friends have been thrown into
turmoil most of the town s residents have evacuated
but claire shane eve and michael have chosen to stay
and fight using the city s water system to spread the
draug have rapidly multiplied things in morganville
look grim especially since vampire amelie the town
founder has been infected by the master draug s bite
now if claire and her friends don t figure out how to
cure amelie and defeat the draug it looks like
morganville will become little more than a ghost town

Flirting with Fate 2022-04-19
i dare anyone to read this book without a ginormous
grin on their faces warmth humor and enchantments
burst off the page and the colorful characters of the
granados family crackle to life with cervantes s
signature wit aching empathy and enviable flair for
whimsy roshani chokshi nyt bestselling author of the
gilded wolves trilogy jane the virgin meets the
sisterhood of the traveling pants in new york times
bestselling author j c cervantes s charming romantic
ya debut ava granados will never forgive herself for
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being late to her beloved nana s deathbed but due to a
flash flood that left ava in a fender bender with a
mysterious boy she missed her grandmother s mystical
blessing one that has been passed between the
women of her family upon death for generations then
nana s ghost appears with a challenge from beyond
the grave as it turns out nana did give ava a blessing
but it missed its target landing with the boy from the
night of the storm instead was it fate ava refuses to
believe so with the help of her sisters and nana s
rather bumbling spiritual guide she s determined to
reclaim her share of the family magic and set nana
free for guarded ava befriending some random boy is
the last thing she wants to do she s gotten along just
fine protecting her heart keeping people at a distance
is a great way to ensure no one ever hurts you but as
ava embarks on her mission to retrieve the lost
blessing she starts to wonder if getting close to
thunderstorm boy is worth the risk in her swoony
heartwarming young adult debut new york times
bestselling author j c cervantes weaves an
unforgettable tale about family fate and finding love
where you least expect it

The Morganville Vampires,
Volume 4 2011-06-07
two of new york times bestselling author rachel caine s
morganville vampire novels in one volume fade out
without the evil bishop ruling over morganville the
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vampires have made major concessions to the human
population but when a filmmaker goes missing after
starting work on a documentary about vampires claire
danvers and her friends feel anything but safe kiss of
death vampire michael glass s music has attracted the
attention of a music producer giving michael the
opportunity to leave morganville but between a horde
of hateful humans and a savage party of feral
vampires michael may not make it to the show on time
or ever

Fade Out 2009-11-03
withoutthe evil vampire bishop ruling over the town of
morganville the resident vampires have made major
concessions to the human population with their
newfound freedoms claire danvers and her friends are
almost starting to feel comfortable again now claire
can actually concentrate on her studies and her friend
eve joins the localtheatrecompany but when one of
eve s castmates goes missingafter starting work on a
shortdocumentary eve suspects the worst claire and
eve soon realize that this film project whose subjectis
the vampires themselves is a wholelot bigger andway
more dangerous than anyone suspected

Feast of Fools 2008-06-03
watch a windows media trailer for this book
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The Morganville Vampires 2011
vampires and humans coexist in harmony in
morganville until the arrival of the evil vampire bishop
an event which forces claire danvers and her friends to
join an underground resistance movement to stop him
from destroying all the inhabitants of the town

Boys that Bite 2006-04-04
okay so technically she can t because i m immortal
well not yet see due to the worst case of mistaken
identity with my dark side loving twin sister at a goth
club called club fang magnus a vampire hottie went for
my innocent neck instead of hers now if i don t reverse
it in time magnus will be my blood mate forever and i
m doomed to be a blood gulping pasty daylight hating
vampire believe me it seriously bites after the
unfortunate slaying of the vampire leader it s up to me
my sister and magnus to find the one thing that can
solve my problem the holy grail no joke i seriously
hope i can get out of this in time because somehow i
scored the hottest prom date in my school the mouth
watering jake wilder and i do not want to be a vampire
for the prom let alone the rest of eternity

Carpe Corpus 2009-06-02
read rachel caine s posts on the penguin blog in the
small college town of morganville vampires and
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humans lived in relative peace until all the rules got
rewritten when the evil vampire bishop arrived looking
for the lost book of vampire secrets he s kept a death
grip on the town ever since now an underground
resistance is brewing and in order to contain it bishop
must go to even greater lengths he vows to obliterate
the town and all its inhabitants the living and the
undead claire danvers and her friends are the only
ones who stand in his way but even if they defeat
bishop will the vampires ever be content to go back to
the old rules after having such a taste of power

Last Breath 2011-11-01
with her boss preoccupied researching the founder
houses in morganville student claire danvers is left to
her own devices when she learns that three vampires
have vanished without a trace she soon discovers that
the last person seen with one of the missing vampires
is someone new to town a mysterious individual
named magnus after an uneasy encounter with
morganville s latest resident claire is certain magnus
isn t merely human but is he a vampire or something
else entirely

Unknown 2012-01-03
for millennia cassiel was a powerful djinn but then she
defied her ruler who cast her out and reshaped her in
human flesh as punishment she found refuge among
the wardens and discovered that her perceived human
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weaknesses may be her greatest strengths living
among mortals cassiel has begun to develop a
reluctant affection for them especially the intriguing
warden luis rocha as the mystery deepens around the
kidnapping of innocent warden children cassiel and luis
are the only ones who can investigate within both the
human and the djinn realms but the more luis and
cassiel search the more dangerous the trail becomes
reaching not only into a fanatical splinter group but
into the highest ranks of cassiel s immortal kin an
outcast from her own kind cassiel must now rely on her
own limited earthbound powers to save the young
wardens if it s not already too late praise for undone
fast paced plenty of excitement publishers weekly full
of nail biting action locus the outcast series novels
undone unknown unseen

Last Breath: The Morganville
Vampires Book 11 2011-10-26
claire danvers is concerned when three vampires
vanish from morganville without a trace the last
person seen with them is someone new to town a
mysterious individual named magnus claire is
convinced creepy magnus isn t human but is he a
vampire or something else entirely claire s hunt for
answers leads her to solving another mystery that s
long been puzzling her why do vampires live so far out
in a sunny desert when they re sensitive to sunlight
the answer has nothing to do with sunlight but with
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water and an ancient enemy who has finally found a
way to invade the vampires landlocked community
vampires aren t the top predator on earth there s
something worse that preys on them something much
worse which means if claire and morganville want to
live they will have to fight on to the last breath thrilling
sexy and funny these books are addictive one of my
very favourite vampire series richelle mead author of
the international bestselling vampire academy series

Fade Out 2009-11-03
withoutthe evil vampire bishop ruling over the town of
morganville the resident vampires have made major
concessions to the human population with their
newfound freedoms claire danvers and her friends are
almost starting to feel comfortable again now claire
can actually concentrate on her studies and her friend
eve joins the localtheatrecompany but when one of
eve s castmates goes missingafter starting work on a
shortdocumentary eve suspects the worst claire and
eve soon realize that this film project whose subjectis
the vampires themselves is a wholelot bigger andway
more dangerous than anyone suspected

Black Dawn 2012-05-01
when a tide of ferocious draug the vampire s deadliest
enemy floods morganville its eclectic mix of residents
must fight to save their town from devastation chaos
has taken over the quiet college town of morganville
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as the threat of the of draug rapidly spreads with the
help of the city s water system whilst most of the
locals have already fled student claire danvers and her
friends shane eve and michael choose to stay and fight
things take a turn for the worse when vampire amelie
the town s founder is infected by the master draug s
bite unless claire and her friends can find an antidote
to save amelie and overcome the draug morganville s
future looks bleak thrilling sexy and funny these books
are addictive one of my very favourite vampire series
richelle mead author of the international bestselling
vampire academy series a first class storyteller who
can deal out amazing plot twists as though she was
dealing cards charlaine harris author of the
international bestselling sookie stackhouse novels

Bite Club 2011-04-27
morganville is a quiet college town where humans and
vampires live in relative peace but lately a great deal
of blood is being spilt having survived a number of
adventures with her new night dwelling friends college
student claire danvers has come to realise that for the
most part the undead just want to get on with their
lives but someone else wants them to get ready to
rumble there s a new extreme sport being broadcast
over the internet bare knuckle fights pitting captured
vampires against one another or worse against
humans claire soon discovers that what started as an
online brawl will soon threaten everyone in
morganville and if they want to survive they ll have to
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do a lot more than fight thrilling sexy and funny these
books are addictive one of my very favourite vampire
series richelle mead author of the international
bestselling vampire academy series

The Morganville Vampires,
Volume 1 2009-11-03
the first two novels in the new york times bestselling
morganville vampires series together for the first time
in a new trade paperback edition morganville is a small
college town in the heart of texas not a place that
exactly screams hotbed of creatures of the night but
college freshman claire danvers is about to discover
why in morganville you should never ever stay out
after dark glass houses college freshman claire
danvers moves off campus and into an old house in
the small town of morganville her new roommates
have her back when the town s deepest secrets come
crawling out hungry for fresh blood the dead girls
dance claire may have a great roommate and a new
boyfriend but when she s invited to the dead girls
dance all hell breaks loose literally because this time
the living and the dead are ready to tear up the night

Glass Houses; The Dead Girls'
Dance; Midnight Alley 2010
ya horror ghost stories chillers morganville is a small
college town filled with unusual characters but when
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the sun goes down the bad come out because in
morganville there is an evil that lurks in the darkest
shadows one that will spill out into the bright light of
day for claire danvers high school was hell but college
may be murder it was bad enough that she got on the
wrong side of monica the meanest of the school s
mean girls but now she s got three new roommates
who all have secrets of their own and the biggest
secret of all isn t really a secret except from claire
morganville is run by vampires and they are hungry for
fresh blood includes glass houses dead girls dance and
midnight alley ages 13

Paper Planes 2015
if at first you don t succeed fly fly again dylan is an
imaginative twelve year old boy who discovers that his
talent for folding and flying paper planes could take
him to the world paper plane championship with a
great challenge soaring ahead and a goal to fly into
the number one spot there s no telling how far he can
go

Bite Club 2016-10-07
morganville texas is a quiet college town where
humans and vampires live in relative peace but lately
a great deal of blood is being spilled not in a feeding
frenzy but for someone s twisted idea of entertainment
after discovering that vampires populate morganville
and surviving a number of adventures with her new
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night dwelling friends college student claire danvers
has come to realise that for the most part the undead
just want to live their lives but someone else wants
them to get ready to rumble there s a new extreme
sport being broadcast over the internet bare knuckle
fights pitting captured vampires against one another
or worse against humans tracking the out of town
signal leads claire accompanied by a loyal group of
friends and frenemies to discover that what started as
an online brawl will soon threaten everyone in
morganville and if they want to survive they ll have to
do a lot more than fight

Seven Black Diamonds
2016-03-01
melissa marr new york times bestselling author of the
wicked lovely series returns to the ethereal and
bloodthirsty world of faery in this dramatic story of the
precarious space between two worlds and the people
who must thrive there lilywhite abernathy is a criminal
she s half human half fae and since the time before
she was born her very blood has been illegal a war has
been raging between humans and faeries and the
queen of blood and rage ruler of the fae courts wants
to avenge the tragic death of her heir due to the
actions of reckless humans lily s father has always
shielded her from the truth but when she s sent to the
prestigious st columba s school she s delivered straight
into the arms of a fae sleeper cell the black diamonds
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the diamonds are planted in the human world as the
sons and daughters of the most influential families and
tasked with destroying it from within against her will
lilywhite s been chosen to join them and even the
romantic attention of the fae rock singer creed
morrison isn t enough to keep lily from wanting to run
back to the familiar world she knows don t miss the
lush gripping follow up one blood ruby

Kiss of Death: The Morganville
Vampires Book Eight 2011-01-27
claire danvers has a few things on her mind first of all
there is the laundry which is now an unfortunate shade
of pink then there is her boyfriend shane who is never
too far from her thoughts finally there is her best friend
eve s relationship problems as if life as a student wasn
t complicated enough claire just happens to be
studying in morganville a town run by vampires
trouble seems to follow claire and her friends like a
shadow and tonight is no exception to the rule they
must find the most difficult documents for a vampire to
acquire people passes that will allow bad ass morley
and his friends to leave morganville but it s proving
incredibly problematic and with the odds seemingly
stacked against them the biggest question of all is will
they survive thrilling sexy and funny these books are
addictive one of my very favourite vampire series
richelle mead author of the international bestselling
vampire academy series
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Ghost Town 2010-11-01
disrespecting vampires is never a good idea and killing
one of them is unthinkable so when claire kills one
while protecting her friend eve she is sentenced to
help her crazy boss myrnin repair the machine they
have been building to protect morganville vampires if
she fails to find a solution it could lead to her death
whislt working on the machine she discovers a way to
amplify vampire mental powers but this apparent
success has an unexpected consequence people inside
the town begin to slowly forget who they are even the
vampires soon the town s little memory problem has
turned into a full on epidemic now claire needs to
figure out a way to pull the plug on her experiment
before she forgets how to save morganville

Bite Club 2011-05-03
after discovering that vampires populate her town
college student claire danvers knows that the undead
just want to live their lives but someone else wants
them to get ready to rumble there s a new extreme
sport getting picked up on the internet bare knuckle
fights pitting captured vampires against each other or
humans tracking the remote signal leads claire to
discover that what started as an online brawl will soon
threaten everyone in morganville
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Blood Forever 2012-09-04
sunny and rayne mcdonald have had their lives turned
upside down thanks to the blood coven but when the
past itself is changed the sisters will do anything to get
back what they ve lost after making a deal with the
devil rayne and her twin sister sunny have been given
the chance to go back in time to prevent that fateful
night when sunny was bitten by magnus from ever
happening but while sunny has been offered a vampire
free existence she finds she doesn t want to live
without magnus by her side and although rayne puts
up a stoic front she secretly wishes that the vampire
jareth was back in her arms to reclaim their lives
sunny and rayne team up to figure out a way to
change history for the better problem is jareth and
magnus aren t all that eager to help two unfamiliar
girls who somehow know everything about their
vampiric organization now if the twins can t get the
boys on their side history may spiral out of control
destroying not only the blood coven but quite possibly
the entire human race
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